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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality

If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 

connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 

1-866-869-6667 and enter your PIN when prompted. Otherwise, please 

send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately so we can address 

the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality

To maximize your screen, press the F11 key on your keyboard. To exit full screen, 

press the F11 key again.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 

participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 

that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 

ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 

complete the following steps:

• Click on the ^ symbol next to “Conference Materials” in the middle of the left-

hand column on your screen.  

• Click on the tab labeled “Handouts” that appears, and there you will see a 

PDF of the slides for today's program.  

• Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.  

• Print the slides by clicking on the printer icon.
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Lien Basis Medical 
Treatment in Personal 
Injury Cases



Overview
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How does it happen?

▪ Client can’t pay

▪ Other treating doctor won’t/can’t testify

▪ Client sees lien basis provider before hiring counsel
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What is its role?

▪ Client gets care, which helps damage proof

▪ Doctor is held to the same standard of care regardless of 
billing format
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Benefits/Drawbacks of 
Referring Plaintiff for 
Lien-Basis Medical 
Treatment
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Benefits

▪ Your client will get the treatment she/he needs

▪ You have some control over the lien-basis doctor 

▪ You have more control over the choice of doctor than the 
conventional HMO/health organization referral
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Drawbacks

▪ Optics
– It appears the doctor is biased

– It appears counsel is complicit in deception

▪ Settlement flexibility
– Lien basis doctors often won’t compromise

▪ Extortionist liens
– Charges are so excessive that the case can’t settle
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Avoiding Obstacles at 
Settlement and Trial
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Touchstones: What to consider

▪ Settlement
– Factor the lien into settlement discussion

– Distinguish between this lien and subrogation liens

– Have the client ask the treater for a compromise before settlement

– Know whether you can/will draw a fee on the lien amounts

▪ Beware ethical considerations about this

▪ Trial
– Inoculate: bring up the lien first

– Direct exam of client and doctor: ask about it openly

– Reference it again in closing

– Make this a common circumstance – defang the surprise
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Recent Caselaw on Lien-
Basis Medical Treatment
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Recent holdings

▪ ML Healthcare Servs., LLC v. Publix Super Mkts., Inc., 881 F. 3d 1293 
(11th Cir. 2018)

▪ Evidence of payments made by a third-party medical funding 
company, ML Healthcare, to the treating physician is admissible as it 
is relevant to show bias on the part of the testifying doctor.
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What about Collataral source?

▪ 11th Cir. affirmed based on limiting instruction that the evidence was 
used only to attack the credibility of the doctor. Because of this 
instruction, the evidence did not violate Georgia’s collateral source 
rule.

▪ Court noted the fact ML Healthcare referred plaintiffs to the doctors 
created potential bias in favor of plaintiff-friendly testimony.
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Open the floodgates to discovery…

▪ The Court in ML Healthcare also upheld a subpoena to ML 
Healthcare re the disclosure of its business model and payment 
arrangements with plaintiffs and doctors. 

▪ Obviously this could open the door to burdensome discovery in any 
case where the doctor is treating on an attorney lien, or with a 
funding company.

▪ The Court held that this was discoverable material which could be 
used to impeach the doctors testimony
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Expect attacks on the reasonability of 
bills

▪ The Court in ML Healthcare did not address whether the evidence of 
the funding company’s relationship could be used to attack the 
reasonableness of the bills, because it was not raised on appeal. 

▪ However, the Court specifically held evidence of a funding company 
is admissible to 1) attack the credibility of the doctor, or 2) attack the 
reasonableness of the bills
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Best Practices for 
Plaintiffs’ Counsel
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Case Management

▪ Choose the lienholder if you are able

▪ Establish early contact

▪ Try to control the charges with clear treatment plan

▪ Eliminate finance charges

▪ Keep the lienholder in the loop on settlement/trial issues
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Client Education

▪ The lienholder is like any other doctor, but more expensive

▪ Talk with lienholder about medical, not legal issues

▪ Don’t waive attorney/client privilege by oversharing with lienholder

▪ Check in with plaintiff’s counsel periodically regarding treatment 
with the lienholder and plan of action
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Thank you for your kind 
attention.

Robert J. Kasieta
Kasieta Legal Group
rjkasieta@kasieta.com

Ben Price
Jarrett & Price
ben@jarrettfirm.com
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